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Abstract

Background

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been suggested as a potential biomarker of disease pro-

gression, neurodegeneration and de/remyelination in MS. However, the pathological sub-

strates that underpin alterations in brain diffusivity are not yet fully delineated. We propose

that in highly cohesive fiber tracts: 1) a relative increase in parallel (axial) diffusivity (AD)

may serve as a measure of increased extra-cellular space (ESC) within the core of chronic

MS lesions and, as a result, may provide an estimate of the degree of tissue destruction,

and 2) the contribution of the increased extra-cellular water to perpendicular (radial) diffusiv-

ity (RD) can be eliminated to provide a more accurate assessment of membranal (myelin)

loss.

Objective

The purpose of this study was to isolate the contribution of extra-cellular water and demye-

lination to observed DTI indices in the core of chronic MS lesions, using the OR as an

anatomically cohesive tract.

Method

Pre- and post-gadolinium (Gd) enhanced T1, T2 and DTI images were acquired from 75

consecutive RRMS patients. In addition, 25 age and gender matched normal controls were

imaged using an identical MRI protocol (excluding Gd). The optic radiation (OR) was identi-

fied in individual patients using probabilistic tractography. The T2 lesions were segmented

and intersected with the OR. Average eigenvalues were calculated within the core of OR

lesions mask. The proportion of extra-cellular space (ECS) within the lesional core was

calculated based on relative increase of AD, which was then used to normalise the perpen-

dicular eigenvalues to eliminate the effect of the expanded ECS. In addition, modelling was

implemented to simulate potential effect of various factors on lesional anisotropy.
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Results

Of 75 patients, 41 (55%) demonstrated sizable T2 lesion volume within the ORs. All lesional

eigenvalues were significantly higher compared to NAWM and controls. There was a strong

correlation between AD and RD within the core of OR lesions, which was, however, not

seen in OR NAWM of MS patients or normal controls. In addition, lesional anisotropy (FA)

was predominantly driven by the perpendicular diffusivity, while in NAWM and in OR of nor-

mal controls all eigenvectors contributed to variation in FA.

Estimated volume of ECS component constituted significant proportion of OR lesional

volume and correlated significantly with lesional T1 hypointensity.

While perpendicular diffusivity dropped significantly following normalisation, it still remained

higher compared with diffusivity in OR NAWM. The “residual” perpendicular diffusivity also

showed a substantial reduction of inter-subject variability. Both observed and modelled diffu-

sion data suggested anisotropic nature of water diffusion in ESC. In addition, the simulation

procedure offered a possible explanation for the discrepancy in relationship between eigenval-

ues and anisotropy in lesional tissue and NAWM.

Conclusion

This paper presents a potential technique for more reliably quantifying the effects of neuro-

degeneration (tissue loss) versus demyelination in OR MS lesions. This may provide a sim-

ple and effective way for applying single tract diffusion analysis in MS clinical trials, with

particular relevance to pro-remyelinating and neuroprotective therapeutics.

Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a complex disease of the CNS, characterized by inflammation, demy-

elination, neuro-axonal loss and gliosis[1]. Inflammatory demyelinating lesions are a hallmark

of the disease. However, neuro-axonal loss is believed to underpin the progressive disability

that characterizes MS.

Conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) supplements clinical assessment and is

considered the “gold standard” investigation for MS diagnosis. However, MRI has limited

capacity to distinguish between the characteristic pathological features of the disease. Signifi-

cant expansion of the therapeutic options for MS over the last several years has re-emphasized

the critical need for reliable in-vivo markers of disease progression and neurodegeneration. In

addition, recent interest in the development of remyelinating therapies has created a demand

for reliable in vivo surrogate markers of remyelination.

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been suggested as one potential new biomarker. DTI is

sensitive to the microstructural organisation of white matter tracts and provides greater patho-

logical specificity than conventional MRI, helping, therefore, to elucidate disease pathogenesis

and monitor therapeutic efficacy[2]. However, the pathological substrates that underpin alter-

ations in brain diffusivity are not yet fully delineated. Post-mortem and animal studies may

not be directly comparable or applicable to in vivo human pathology, while clinical studies of

diffusivity are difficult to validate since histological correlations are not feasible. In addition,

the fundamental dissociation between the dimensions of tissue microstructure (10–100 μ)

and DTI resolution (typical voxel size—2 mm, which may contain up to 5 million axons [3])
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presents a major impediment to understanding the nature of diffusivity alteration in brain dis-

orders and prevent direct (histological) verification of diffusivity measures.

While it is not possible to directly measure water diffusion within the various tissue com-

partments of a single voxel, some insights into the specificity of diffusion indices can be indi-

rectly deduced from our knowledge of tissue pathology, which is well described in MS. Thus,

a single voxel may be thought of as a ‘black box’ with different pathological features of MS

treated as an input, and resulting abnormal diffusivity as an output [4]. This approach can,

for instance, be applied to the core of chronic MS lesions, the features of which are well charac-

terized and represented by the varying degrees of extra-cellular space (ECS) expansion, demye-

lination of preserved axons and gliosis [5][6][7][8]. Widening of the ECS (caused largely by

tissue destruction and axonal loss) is likely to result in an increase in diffusion of the water

molecules in all directions, affecting both parallel and perpendicular diffusivity. Conversely,

loss of myelin membranes, particularly in highly cohesive fiber tracts (such as optic radiation)

may have a dramatic effect on perpendicular (radial) diffusivity (RD), but is unlikely to signifi-

cantly affect the diffusivity parallel to axonal fibers (axial diffusivity, AD). Consequently, while

at least two major features of chronic MS lesions (demyelination and expanded ECS) may con-

tribute to the increase in RD of a single fiber tract, only the latter is likely to affect the AD.

We hypothesized, therefore, that a relative increase in AD may serve as a measure of

increased ESC within chronic MS lesions and, as a result, may provide an estimate of the

degree of tissue destruction (at least in highly cohesive fiber tracts). We further speculated

that, based on this knowledge the contribution of the increased extra-cellular water to RD can

be minimized (or eliminated) with “residual” RD providing a more accurate measure of mem-

branal (myelin) loss.

The specificity of altered diffusion for pathologic changes is limited by the wide spectrum

of normal anisotropy indices in the brain [9]. We studied lesions in the optic radiations, highly

organized fibre tracts that are a frequent site of MS pathology, to facilitate accurate measure-

ment of relative diffusivity change along axonal bundles[10]. In addition, internal structure of

the OR does not contain a significant number of crossing fibers, which can potentially (and

sometimes paradoxically) alter diffusivity[11][12]. This point is especially pertinent consider-

ing the issues that surround misalignment between corresponding eigenvectors with the

underlying tissue structures[13].

The current study represents the first attempt to apply this methodology to investigate dif-

fusivity in the core of chronic MS lesions within a single white matter pathway in patients with

RRMS. This task was approached in two ways: firstly, by performing analysis of the clinical

data and secondly, by implementing simulation modeling.

Material and methods

The study was approved by University of Sydney and Macquarie University Human Research

Ethics Committees. All procedures followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and writ-

ten informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Subjects

Seventy-five consecutive patients with Relapsing-Remitting MS (RRMS) were enrolled. RRMS

was defined according to standard criteria [14]. A history of optic neuritis (ON) in one eye was

not an exclusion criteria, however, none of the patients had ON or new visual symptoms 6

months prior to the study. All patients with a history of ON had received steroid therapy as

part of their acute ON treatment. A history of ON was based on the patient’s clinical notes

and the absence of previous visual symptoms on direct questioning. Patients with any other
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systemic or ocular disease, in particular those that could potentially affect our measurement

parameters were excluded.

In addition, 25 age and gender matched normal controls (age 40.0±9.5, 6M/19F) were

imaged using an identical MRI protocol (excluding Gd).

MRI protocol

The following sequences were acquired using a 3T GE Discovery MR750 scanner (GE Medical

Systems, Milwaukee, WI):

1. Pre- and post contrast (gadolinium) Sagittal 3D T1: GE BRAVO sequence, duration 4 min

each, FOV 256mm, Slice thickness 1mm, TE 2.7ms, TR 7.2ms, Flip angle 12˚, Pixel spacing

1mm. Acquisition Matrix (Freq.× Phase) is 256×256, which results in 1mm isotropic acqui-

sition voxel size. The reconstruction matrix is 256x256.

2. FLAIR CUBE; GE CUBE T2 FLAIR sequence, duration 6 min, FOV 240mm, Slice thickness

1.2mm, Acquisition Matrix (Freq.× Phase) 256×244, TE 163ms, TR 8000ms, Flip angle 90˚,

Pixel spacing 0.47 mm. The reconstruction matrix is 512x512.

3. Echo-Planar Imaging based diffusion weighted MRI, duration 9 min (64-directions with

2mm isotropic acquisition matrix, TR/TE = 8325/86 ms, b = 1000 s/mm2, number of

b0s = 2).

Reconstruction of individual optic radiations

Probabilistic tractography was used to reconstruct OR fibers as previously described in detail

elsewhere[15] (Fig 1). Briefly, after eddy-current correction and motion compensation, DTI

and FLAIR T2 images were co-registered to the high resolution T1 structural image. To reduce

Fig 1. Image analysis pipeline. After motion, Eddy current and EPI distortion corrections, DTI image was coregistered with structural T1 image.

ConTrack probabilistic tractography using previously identified LGN and calcarine ROIs was performed. After lesion erosion, whole brain lesion mask

was intersected with optic radiations.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194142.g001
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the effect of EPI susceptibility distortion, non-linear registration-based correction was used

for DTI co-registration. Identification of two regions of interest (ROI), the lateral geniculate

nucleus (LGN) and the occipital cortex, facilitated the implementation of probabilistic tracto-

graphy of the optic radiation (OR). To identify the LGN, which is nearly invisible on structural

T1-weighted images, optic tract fibers were followed from the optic chiasm using deterministic

tractography (a 10 mm ROI placed on the optic chiasm was used to seed the deterministic

algorithm). The position of the LGN was inferred by the termination of optic tract fibers, at

which point a circular ROI (diameter 7 mm) was placed. An occipital cortex ROI covering

the calcarine sulcus was manually drawn on the high resolution T1 structural image in each

hemisphere using the FSL software (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). Seeding ROIs were derived for each

subject individually. Probabilistic tractography was then employed between the LGN and cal-

carine ROIs using the ConTrack feature of MrDiffusion software (http://sirl.stanford.edu/

software/) and parameters described by Sherbondy et al [16]. Initially, 70000 fibers were col-

lected for OR tractography, of which the 30000 best fibers were selected by a scoring algorithm.

OR fibers were then manually cleaned using Quench software (http://sirl.stanford.edu/

software/). Meyer’s loop was clearly visible in all OR reconstructions.

Lesion identification and analysis

Whole brain T2 lesions were identified on the co-registered T2 FLAIR images and semi-auto-

matically segmented using JIM 7 software (Xinapse Systems, Essex, UK) by a trained analyst.

To minimize partial volume effect [17] and to exclude lesion edge, the lesions were shrunk by

1 voxel in all directions using the “eroding” function of the JIM software.

The eroded lesion mask was intersected with the OR mask and applied to DTI images to

calculate diffusivity in the “core” of OR lesions.

The eroded lesion mask was also applied to pre-contrast 3D-T1-weighted images to quan-

tify lesion hypointensity. In order to reduce inter-subject variability, the lesional hypointensity

was normalised by the intensity of neighboring NAWM, which was measured using additional

2 mm ROIs placed in NAWM of both hemispheres in close proximity to the lesions.

Gd enhancing lesions were excluded from the analysis.

Twenty-one patients did not show any visible lesions within OR bilaterally and, therefore,

their entire OR was considered as NAWM. Similar approach was applied to normal controls.

DTI analysis

This study is based on the hypothesis that in highly cohesive fiber tracts such as the OR, an

increase of water diffusion along the direction parallel to the main fiber orientation (i.e.AD) is

predominantly driven by enlargement of the ECS secondary to the tissue loss. AD, therefore,

can be used to indirectly infer the amount of increased water content (and corresponding tis-

sue loss) by computing the increase of AD in lesions compared to NAWM.

Based on this assumption, we interpreted the measured diffusion in a single voxel of white

matter as a linear combination of two components: a “ECS” component and “normal tissue”

component with no water exchange between the two.

ADmeasrued ¼ f � ADnormal tissue þ ð1 � f Þ � ADECS

Where:

"f"—volume fraction of normal tissue

“1 − f”—volume fraction of “ECS”

ADnormal tissue- parallel water diffusion in OR NAWM (1.33 x10−3 mm2 s−1)

ADECS—parallel water diffusion in the ECS of OR lesions (see below)

DTI in MS lesions
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Therefore, the volume fraction of the lesional “ECS” (f) was calculated as follow:

f ¼ ðADmeasrued � ADECSÞ=ðADnormal tissue � ADECSÞ

Based on the calculated fraction of the “ECS” component the perpendicular eigenvalues

(λ2,3) were normalised to eliminate the effect of the expanded ECS using the following for-

mula:

lnorm ¼ lmeasrued � a � ð1 � f Þ

where:

α is the slope of the correlation function between λ and f
Radial Diffusivity (RD) was calculated as an average between λ2 and λ3.

Since the “normal tissue “in the core of chronic MS lesions is represented by fully demyeli-

nated axons and assuming that there is minimal or no effect of demyelination on axial diffusiv-

ity, we hypothesised that the “ECS” component primarily reflects the degree of axonal loss.

However, tissue destruction in MS lesions is also known to be accompanied by severe gliosis,

which can significantly effect on diffusion of water molecules within the tissue. Thus, a recent

study by Budde et al [18] demonstrated that, following brain injury, the elongated processes of

glial cells display directional cohesiveness that can result in a degree of anisotropy. This may

be particularly relevant to diffusion in highly coherent fiber tracts such as the OR. Therefore,

to determine if the diffusion of water molecules in extensively damaged areas of MS lesions is

similar to the diffusion of free water, we examined AD and RD voxel-based histograms of OR

lesions.

Simulation

We simulated the effects of several factors on eigenvalues and their relationship with anisot-

ropy including:

1. an increase of the ECS

2. membranal loss

3. inter-subject variability

The simulation model assumes that total eigenvalues of the lesional tissue ðl
ðlesionÞ
1;2;3
Þ are the

linear sum of following eigenvalues:

l
ðlesionÞ
1

¼ f � lðnormal tissueÞ
1

þ ð1 � f Þ � lðECSÞ
1
þ l

ðnoiseÞ
1

l
ðlesionÞ
2;3

¼ f � lðnormal tissueÞ
2;3

þ ð1 � f Þ � lðECSÞ
2;3
þ l

ðnoiseÞ
2;3
þ l

ðmembraneÞ
2;3

Where:

λ(normal tissue) is eigenvalue in OR NAWM,

λ(ECS) is eigenvalue in ECS

f is normal tissue volume fraction,

λ2,3
(membrane) is change (reduction) of perpendicular diffusivity caused by membrane

(myelin) loss

λ(noise) is inter-subject noise

An enlargement of the ECS was simulated by increasing the proportion of the “ECS” com-

partment, i.e. anisotropic diffusivity in OR NAWM was randomly replaced by the diffusivity

of water in the ECS. The proportion of replacement was based on the observed distribution of

DTI in MS lesions
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the “ECS” compartment and was determined using the following formula:

¼ NORMINVðRANDð Þ;Meanð}ECS}Þ; SDð}ECS}ÞÞ

Membranal loss was modelled as an increase of perpendicular diffusivity (both λ2 and λ3)

compared to the NAWM. It was randomly generated based on following formula:

¼ NORMINVðRANDð Þ;MeanðAÞ; SDðaÞÞ

where A is mean difference between RD in NAWM and normalised (“residual”) perpendicular

diffusivity and SD(α) is Standard Deviation of “residual” perpendicular diffusivity.

Inter-subject variability for each eigenvalue was established using normal control data and

was added to the eigenvalues as a random number based on normal cumulative distribution of

diffusivity differences between subjects.

A dataset of one hundred diffusivity combinations was created and analysed.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 22.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Comparisons

between groups were made using unpaired Student’s t-test (for two groups) or one-way

ANOVA (Tukey post-hoc analysis for multiple groups). Pearson correlation coefficient was

used to measure statistical dependence between two numerical variables. P < 0.05 was consid-

ered statistically significant. Variability of different parameters was assessed by the coefficient

of variation (CV), calculated as standard deviation divided by the mean of the measured val-

ues. D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus normality test was used to determine whether data were

sampled from Gaussian distributions.

Results

Seventy-five consecutive RRMS patients (age: 41.6±10.1, disease duration: 4.9±3.6 y, 25M/50F,

EDSS score: 1.42±1.38) were enrolled in the study. Seventy patients (93%) were receiving dis-

ease-modifying therapy at the time of enrolment (7-beta-interferon 1b, 20-glatiramer acetate,

25-fingolimod, 6-natalizumab, 10-interferon-beta 1a, 2-dimethyl fumarate).

Of 75 patients, 41 (55%) demonstrated sizable (>100 mm3) T2 lesion volume within the

ORs. The mean volume of the “core” of OR lesions was 796±1033mm3.

Diffusivity indices within OR lesions and NAWM of MS patients and within control’s ORs

are presented in Table 1 and Fig 2. While all lesional eigenvalues were significantly higher

compared to NAWM and controls (p<0.0001 for all, one-way ANOVA), AD (λ1) did not dif-

fer between the latter two groups (p = 0.6, one-way ANOVA). Perpendicular eigenvalues, how-

ever, were higher in NAWM compared to normal controls (p = 0.009 and 0.046 for λ2 and λ2

respectively), resulting in a significant increase of RD in the former (p = 0.019). FA was signifi-

cantly different between all three group, demonstrating, predictably, the lowest value in lesions

and the highest in normal controls (p<0.0001 for both, one-way ANOVA).

Table 1. Diffusivity indices in OR lesions, NAWM and normal controls.

n AD RD FA

Lesion 41 1.7±0.15 1.06±0.13 0.29±0.03

NAWM 21 1.33±0.08 0.57±0.05 0.50±0.05

Controls 25 1.36±0.08 0.50±0.04 0.57±0.05

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194142.t001
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There was a strong correlation between AD and RD within OR lesions (r = 0.90) (Fig 3).

This correlation, however, was not seen in OR NAWM in MS patients or in the OR of normal

controls (r2 = 0.005 and 0.06 respectively).

While the range of parallel and perpendicular diffusivity values in lesional tissue varied

considerably, the anisotropy (FA) was predominantly driven by the perpendicular diffusivity

(r: λ1 = -0.36, λ2 = -0.73, λ3 = -0.74, RD = -0.74) (Fig 4a). Furthermore, all eigenvalues corre-

lated negatively with FA, meaning that increase of both parallel and perpendicular diffusivities

resulted in decline of anisotropy. This relationship is expected for perpendicular diffusivities,

but seemed counterintuitive for diffusivity along the fiber orientation (λ1).

While anisotropy in NAWM was also mainly driven by perpendicular diffusivity (r: λ1 = 0.45,

λ2 = -0.90, λ3 = -0.75, RD = -0.89), contrary to lesional tissue parallel diffusivity demonstrated a

positive correlation with FA (Fig 4b). A similar relationship was observed in normal controls,

where, however, parallel and perpendicular diffusivity more equitably contributed to the varia-

tion in anisotropy (r: λ1 = 0.72, λ2 = -0.89, λ3 = -0.69, RD = -0.87) (Fig 4c).

AD and RD voxel-based histograms in the whole brain lesions demonstrated the highest

diffusivity values close to diffusivity of free water (3x10−3 mm2 s−1 and 2.7x10−3 mm2 s−1 for

AD and RD respectively). However, the maximum AD and RD values found in OR lesions

reached only 2.5 x10−3 mm2 s−1 and 1.7 x10−3 mm2 s−1 respectively, indicating some degree of

diffusion restriction and residual anisotropy even in severely damaged white matter. There-

fore, both “unrestricted ECS water diffusion” (AD = 3x10−3 mm2 s−1) and “restricted (or rather

hindered) ECS water diffusion” (AD = 2.5 x10−3 mm2 s−1) models were used to calculate the

proportion of lesional ECS. “Unrestricted ECS water diffusion” model assumes unrestricted

Fig 2. Eigenvalues in OR lesions, OR NAWM and OR of normal controls. � p<0.05, �� p<0.01.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194142.g002
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and isotropic diffusion of water in lesional extra-cellular space, while “restricted ECS water dif-

fusion” assumes that water diffusion in extra-cellular space of the lesions occupying highly

cohesive fiber tracts is hindered and to some degree anisotropic.

The ECS component constituted on average 31.5±13.1% (range 1 to 63%) or 22.0±9.0%

(range 1 to 44%) of OR lesional volume for the “unrestricted ECS water diffusion” and

“restricted ECS water diffusion” model respectively.

There was a highly significant negative correlation between the proportion of ECS compo-

nent and lesional T1 hypointensity (r = -0.70 and -0.77 for the “unrestricted ECS water diffu-

sion” and “restricted ECS water diffusion” model respectively, p<0.001 for both) (Fig 5).

Based on the estimated proportion of the ECS component, the perpendicular eigenvalues

(λ2,3) were normalised to eliminate the effect of the expanded ECS. As expected, the result of

normalisation was independent of the model of ECS water diffusion. It demonstrated that,

while values of normalised “residual” perpendicular diffusivity dropped significantly (from

1.17±0.12 to 0.91±0.06 and from 0.97±0.13 to 0.69±0.06 for λ2 and λ3 respectively, or from

1.07±0.13 to 0.8±0.06 for RD), they remained significantly higher compared with perpendic-

ular diffusivity in OR NAWM (p<0.001 for all). In addition, the normalised “residual” per-

pendicular diffusivity exhibited a very high correlation with the “original” FA, supporting

the notion that loss of myelin is the major determinant of reduced anisotropy in the core

of chronic MS lesions (Fig 6). This was corroborated by the fact that lesional FA, while

increased after re-calculation using “normalised” diffusivity values (from FA = 0.29 to

Fig 3. Correlation between AD and RD in OR lesions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194142.g003
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Fig 4. Correlation between anisotropy (FA) and parallel and perpendicular diffusivities (AD and RD) in OR

lesions (a), OR NAWM (b) and OR of normal controls (c). Horizontal axes represent diffusivity values x10−3 mm2

s−1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194142.g004
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FA = 0.33, p<0.0001 paired t-test), remained considerably lower than FA observed in

NAWM (FA = 0.50).

The “residual” perpendicular diffusivity also showed a substantial reduction of inter-subject

variability (i.e. from 11.9% to 7.4% for RD), suggesting more uniform distribution across the

patient cohort (Fig 7).

There was a weak correlation between the “residual” perpendicular diffusivity and T1

hypointensity (r = -0.4, p<0.02).

Simulating diffusivity in the ECS

Based on the hypothesis that increase of AD is largely determined by enlargement of the ECS,

we calculated the optimal value of RD in the ECS assuming that complete elimination of the

ECS component from RD would minimise the correlation between AD and “residual” RD.

Therefore, the formula used above to calculate f was modified as follows:

RDmeasured ¼ f � RDresidual þ ð1 � f Þ � RDECS

or

RDresidual ¼ ðRDmeasured � ð1 � f Þ � RDECSÞ=f

The value of RDECS was then modulated between 1.5 and 3 in 0.1 steps and correlation

between AD and RDresidual calculated for each step. This procedure was applied to both

Fig 5. Correlation between proportion of ECS component and T1 hypointensity in optic radiation MS lesions for “restricted ECS water

diffusion” model.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194142.g005
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Fig 6. Correlation of observed (empty circles) and normalized (solid circles) RD with fractional anisotropy in MS lesions. The solid horizontal line

represents average RD of OR NAWM, the dashed horizontal line average RD of the OR in normal controls.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194142.g006

Fig 7. Individual values of observed (“original”) AD and RD diffusivities and “normalised” RD in OR MS lesions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194142.g007
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“restricted” and “unrestricted” ECS water diffusion models (i.e. f calculated based on 2.5 x10−3

mm2 s−1 or 3.0 x10−3 mm2 s−1). For AD value of 2.5 x10−3 mm2 s−1 the correlation dropped to

zero at RDECS = 1.73 x10−3 mm2 s−1 and then re-emerged with the opposite sign, while for AD

value of 3 x10−3 mm2 s−1 the minimum correlation was reached at RDECS = 2.1 x10−3 mm2 s−1

(Fig 8). In both cases the ADECS /RDECS ratio was the same (1.4), indicating significant anisot-

ropy of ECS diffusion regardless of the selected AD value. For AD of 2.5 x10−3 mm2 s−1 (the

largest observed AD in OR lesions), the value of RDECS that demonstrated the least correlation

with AD (1.73 x10−3 mm2 s−1) was similar to the largest experimentally observed value of RD

in OR lesions (1.7 x10−3 mm2 s−1).

Taken together, those findings suggest that the diffusion of water in the ECS of the OR is

not only hindered, but is likely to display an anisotropic nature. Therefore, we used anisotropic

diffusion of ECS (equal to maximum values found in OR lesions, i.e. AD = 2.5x10−3 mm2 s−1

and RD = 1.7x10−3 mm2 s−1) to simulate the relationship between eigenvalues and FA.

Eigenvalues and anisotropy

An expansion of ECS results in increase of water diffusion in all directions and, consequently,

increase of all eigenvalues, but is likely to produce a reduction of anisotropy caused by a pro-

portionally larger increase of RD (due to its initial low value). We modelled this process by

using the first two components of the linear equation describing total eigenvalue in MS lesions

(i.e. f � λ(normal tissue) and (1 − f)�λ(ECS), see Methods). The simulation demonstrated similarly

high negative correlations of parallel and perpendicular diffusivities with FA (Fig 9a). The

addition of the “membranal” component (λ(membrane)) to the perpendicular eigenvalues signifi-

cantly reduced the correlation of FA with parallel diffusivity, while preserving the relationship

Fig 8. Correlation coefficients between AD and RDresidual. horizontal axe represents variation in RDECS.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194142.g008
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Fig 9. Simulated correlation between anisotropy (FA) and parallel and perpendicular diffusivities (AD and RD):

a) stage 1: the expansion of ECS b) stage 2: addition of “membranal” component c) stage 3: addition of inter-

subject noise. Horizontal axes represent diffusivity values x10−3 mm2 s−1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194142.g009
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between perpendicular diffusivity and anisotropy (Fig 9b). Finally, introducing inter-subject

noise into the model (adding respective λ(noise) to all eigenvalues) further reduced correlation

coefficients between parallel and perpendicular diffusivity and FA, making them similar to the

observed data (r = -0.33±0.4 and -0.81±0.3 for AD and RD respectively, averaged of 50 itera-

tions) (Fig 9c).

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to isolate the contribution of extra-cellular water and demyelin-

ation to observed DTI indices in the core of chronic MS lesions, using the OR as an anatomi-

cally cohesive tract. We examined DTI parameters in a cohort of 75 RMMS patients and

performed modelling of the results based on an assumption that, in highly cohesive white mat-

ter tracts an increase of parallel diffusivity is largely related to the expansion of the ECS caused

by tissue destruction, while an increase of perpendicular diffusivity is likely to represent a com-

bined effect of enlarged ECS and membranal (mostly myelin) loss.

There have been numerous attempts to disentangle the pathological processes that lead to

changes in diffusivity in brain white matter. While earlier DTI models assumed a 3D Gaussian

distribution of the random displacements of water molecules, more advanced methods assume

that diffusion within the white matter tissue is a multi-compartmental process involving a

combination of Gaussian and non- Gaussian diffusion [19].

In the composite hindered and restricted model of diffusion (CHARMED), the intra-axonal

space is represented as a region of restricted diffusion, while water molecules in the extra-axo-

nal space are assigned a hindered mode of diffusion displaying anisotropic properties [19].

Conversely, the bi-exponential model developed by Pierpaoli and Jones, and later modified by

Pasternak et al, treated increased volume of ECS as an isotropic tensor with diffusivity of free

water[20][21]. A similar approach is used in diffusion basis spectrum imaging (DBSI), a

recently proposed technique employing multiple-tensor modelling to discriminate specific

pathological components in white matter of MS patients [22] where axons are modeled as an

anisotropic diffusion tensor, while the ECS is designated as isotropic diffusion [23]. Diffusion

based on a three-compartment models have recently been developed by Barazany et al [24],

while as many as four compartments were suggested by Alexander et al[25].

While complex models may help to better explain the observed experimental or clinical

data [26], they require very high quality measurements, such as multi-shell high-angular-reso-

lution acquisition or NMR spectroscopy. This may be necessary to estimate axonal diameter

distribution and other high-order information, but is not feasible in a clinical setting.

In the current study, we hypothesized that an increase of diffusivity parallel to fiber orienta-

tion in highly coherent white matter tracts, such as the OR, is largely caused by the replace-

ment of axonal structure with ECS. Similar to the two-tensor model (which was developed to

describe partial volume effect and free water elimination[27][20][21]), we defined voxel-based

diffusivity along each eigenvector as a linear combination of diffusivities in two tissue com-

partments (axonal and extra-axonal) with different diffusion properties (restricted and hin-

dered). However, contrary to previous studies, we estimated the ECS based on AD alone. The

rationale for our hypothesis is built on current knowledge of the microstructure of chronic MS

lesions, which, in highly coherent tracts, is represented by similarly oriented survived, but

denuded, axons, expanded ECS and glial proliferation[28][29]. Conversely, while some

changes have been demonstrated in NAWM, it is assumed that its tightly packed structure

of myelinated axons is largely intact in OR. While both membranal loss and enlargement

of the ECS within lesions are expected to affect diffusion of water molecules in a direction

perpendicular to fiber orientation, membranal loss is unlikely to play a significant role in
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alteration of the diffusivity parallel to axons. Therefore, increased parallel diffusivity relative

to NAWM may provide an estimation of the proportion of the expanded ECS (and, conse-

quently, the loss of axonal tissue) within MS lesions. In addition, since the effect of expansion

of the ECS on diffusivity is likely to be similar (or at least proportional) in all directions (as

supported by a similar relationship between anisotropy and both parallel and perpendicular

diffusivities in MS lesions and a close correlation between AD and RD in MS lesions, but not

in NAWM), perpendicular eigenvalues can be normalised by the change of AD to eliminate

(or minimize) the contribution of expanded ECS. The “residual” (compared to NAWM) per-

pendicular diffusivity may, therefore, provide a measure of membranal loss, likely reflecting

the degree of demyelination.

The current analysis, which was performed on a sizable cohort of MS patients, revealed a

wide variance in lesional AD, suggesting (based on the presented hypothesis) varying degrees

of ECS enlargement. Increases in AD (relative to NAWM) demonstrated strong correlation

with lesional T1 hypointensity, an imaging metric that is closely associated with the degree of

tissue destruction within MS lesions[8][30]. This is consistent with previous DTI studies (see

[31] for review) and, therefore, support the use of the relative increase of AD as a marker of tis-

sue damage.

The magnitude of tissue destruction identified by our technique, however, is determined by

the value assigned to the diffusivity of water in the ECS (i.e. the higher the assumed diffusion

in the ECS, the lesser the volume required to reach the observed AD value). Since the true

value of ECS diffusion in white matter of human brain is unknown, we examined the voxel-

based histogram of AD/RD distribution in the core of OR lesions assuming that, at least in

some voxels, the tissue damage is severe enough to cause complete destruction of axonal

structure. The maximal AD and RD values, however, never exceeded 2.5x10−3 mm2 s−1 and

1.7x10−3 mm2 s−1 respectively. This indicates that, firstly, the diffusivity in white matter ECS is

unlikely to reach the level of free water diffusion (which is equal to 3x10−3 mm2 s−1) and sec-

ondly, even in ECS the diffusion remains anisotropic, at least in the OR. Anisotropic diffusion

within ECS was also supported by the modeling. Thus, based on correlation between AD and

RD, minimization of the ECS contribution to perpendicular diffusivity demonstrated aniso-

tropic diffusion within ECS of similar magnitude to experimentally observed values.

The anisotropic nature of diffusivity in ECS has recently been advocated by several diffusiv-

ity models as providing better fit of the experimental data. It was suggested to be related to

excessive gliosis and axonal tortuosity [26] [19][32]. The role of glial cells was supported by

recent experimental studies demonstrating that fibrous astrocytes, which are primarily respon-

sible for scar formation in white matter, have intrinsically longer processes that are primarily

arranged parallel to white matter fibres in the normal brain and in case of injury can give rise

to directional cohesiveness [33][18]. However, “axonal” component may also be involved in

maintaining anisotropy of the extra-axonal space. Since a relatively small proportion of axons

are transected in acute MS lesions, perpendicular diffusivity in the ECS of highly coherent

fiber tracts may remain hindered due to increased axonal tortuosity and reflections from

axons or neurofilaments and proteins oriented parallel to them [19][32]. The difference

between ECS diffusivity in OR and whole brain (which demonstrated the diffusivity values

close to diffusivity of free water) is likely to be related to highly coherent nature of OR fibers,

while crossing fibers in other brain regions may obscure this phenomenon, resulting in more

similar diffusivity in all directions.

While the selected AD value for the ECS did affect calculation of the degree of tissue

destruction, it had no impact on proportional scaling of the perpendicular diffusivity, which

demonstrated a significant residual value compared to the diffusivity of OR NAWM. This

“residual” diffusivity is likely to be related to the loss of structures perpendicular to the fiber
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orientation. While there are two potential candidates for this role, namely axonal membranes

and myelin sheath, we believe that it is the loss of myelin that is largely responsible for this phe-

nomenon, since disintegration of axonal membrane, which ultimately leads to axonal death

and subsequent replacement with ECS, is already accounted for by the increase of ECS. Con-

siderably smaller inter-subject variability also supports demyelination as a major pathophysio-

logical mechanism underlying the “residual “perpendicular diffusivity since largely complete

and similar demyelination is expected in the core of chronic lesions in MS patients.

Despite the lesser variability, the normalised “residual” perpendicular diffusivity exhibited a

very high correlation with “original” FA, supporting the notion that in MS lesions the loss of

myelin membranes plays the major role in reduction of anisotropy. This relationship became

particularly apparent after the component attributed to increase of the ECS was removed. The

contribution of membranal loss to anisotropy is also reinforced by the fact that FA recalculated

based on “normalised” values of diffusivity remained considerably lower compared to anisot-

ropy observed in NAWM.

It is also worth noting that diffusion anisotropy in MS lesions was largely driven by the per-

pendicular diffusivity. The strength of the (negative) correlation between FA and RD increased

even further after a normalization procedure was applied to remove the effect of ECS. Con-

versely, there was a weak negative correlation between FA and AD, which was rather surpris-

ing considering that higher AD values in white matter are expected to produce a higher FA (as

was found in NAWM and normal controls).

While the negative nature of the correlation between FA and AD in MS lesions can be

explained by a proportionally larger increase of RD in response to expansion of the ECS (due

to its lower value in normal tissue), its low strength is probably related to the presence of a

“residual” demyelinating component of RD and larger inter-subject variability of AD com-

pared to perpendicular diffusivity (both of those factors represent an additional “noise”

in relation to AD, reducing its effect on anisotropy). This is clearly seen following the imple-

mentation of consecutive stages of the simulation. Thus, the expansion of ECS (stage 1) dem-

onstrated high (and identical) negative correlations of all eigenvalues with FA. Addition of the

“residual” demyelinating component (stage 2) resulted in a significant fall in the correlation

between FA and AD, while correlation with RD remained largely unaltered. Finally, adding

the inter-subject variability (stage 3) further reduced the correlation for both AD and RD

yielding values similar to the observed data.

There are several potential limitations in this study. In particular, the current assumption

that ECS can be estimated based on AD alone is only valid in highly coherent tracts, such as

optic radiation, where effect of crossing fibers in negligible. Furthermore, we have assumed a

Gaussian diffusion model. However, using a highly coherent pathway such as the OR signifi-

cantly limits the potential negative effect of variation in axonal orientation (i.e. crossing, kiss-

ing, bending or fanning), a major limitation of DTI techniques[34] [17]. When applied to

well-defined tightly packed white matter tracts without inflammation (as is the case in the cur-

rent study), DTI is likely to accurately reflect the status of tissue water diffusion[35] [36]. In

addition, we believe that using the lesion “core”, as opposed to the entire lesion, not only

removes uncertainty related to possible “slow burning”inflammation and de/remyelination at

the lesion edge, but also helps to eliminate the partial volume effect from CSF (since OR lesions

are located in close proximity to the lateral ventricles). No water exchange between compart-

ments was assumed, which also may be an oversimplification.

In addition, myelin constitutes a significant proportion of normal white matter volume.

While diffusion of water within the myelin sheaths is negligible due to its very short relaxation

time[37], what happens to the space vacated by demyelination (and how it may affect parallel

diffusivity) is not known. This space may simply collapse, be filled by astrocytes or replaced by
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extra-cellular matrix or a combination of these. This may potentially have different conse-

quences for diffusivity, which was not considered in the current study. We believe, however,

that its potential effect on diffusivity is minimal since, while in the lesion “core” the degree of

demyelination (and, therefore, space vacated by myelin) is likely to be similar between patients,

some of the patients demonstrated normal or near normal parallel diffusivity, indicating little

interaction between loss of myelin and AD. A minimal contribution of demyelination to the

expansion of ECS is also supported by the weak correlation found between “residual” perpen-

dicular diffusivity and T1 hypointensity.

Relatively low resolution of DTI (compare to structural imaging) may also be a potential

confounding factor in this study.

In conclusion, DTI provides a unique in vivo insight into the dynamic nature of MS pathol-

ogy. Understanding the pathological mechanisms responsible for altered diffusivity in MS will

critically determine the utility of DTI in future clinical trials. Single tract-based approaches are

increasingly popular due to relatively coherent axonal structure, which reduces acquisition

requirements and considerably simplifies data interpretation. The current paper presents a

potential technique for disentangling and quantifying the effects of neurodegeneration (tissue

loss) and demyelination in OR MS lesions. This was achieved by identifying the diffusivity

component relating to increased ECS and removing its effect on perpendicular diffusivity.

This technique may provide a simple and effective means for applying single tract diffusion

analysis in MS clinical trials, with particular relevance to pro-remyelinating and neuroprotec-

tive therapeutics.
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